
Tips, Tricks and Advice from your local “IT Guru” 

This month I want to talk to you about my predictions for next year, and how my predictions for last year panned 
out. Looking back to my article at the beginning of 2011, I seem to have been fairly accurate. I was spot on with 
the Apple iPad 2 being faster, slimmer, and having two cameras, but Apple did not heed my advice about having 
a better screen. I was also correct on the next iPhone not being a huge update, but way out on the timing: I 
predicted June, but Apple made us wait until October! I also didn’t see SIRI coming, the new voice activated 
assistant on the iPhone faucets, no, forceps, no, forcepts oh I give in… IPHONE FOUR S!! My general prediction 
that Apple’s range of computers would just get speed increases was a safe bet, but I missed out on the Apple 
TV. It has changed very little in the last 12 months, unlike my predictions of Apps and the introduction of deals 
with content providers! 

In the rest of the industry I was more right than wrong: There are now a million different Tablets to choose from, 
and none are better than the iPad. Netbooks are slowly disappearing, and cheap, full sized laptops are becoming 
more popular. Windows 7 did receive a service pack with nothing special in it, but I was wrong in assuming 
Microsoft would bundle its anti virus solution in it for free. Google Chromebooks did appear, and as predicted 
have been ignored by the buying public. My last prediction was that more Android Smartphones would be 
released and that they would be bigger, faster, and more complicated. Right, Right and right again! I also thought 
that the iPhone would still be the most sought after phone and normal people would buy a Nokia. Hmm… half-
right, with that one. 

So, what did I miss? Not much, as it turns out. The only thing of note in my little circle of technology was Nokia 
climbing into bed with Microsoft to provide Windows Phone 7 phones, something I certainly didn’t see coming. 

Now for the coming year: Windows 8 is going to be here with its new tile interface, and I can predict lots of 
confused users as they try to make it work on older hardware. I am going to go out on a limb and say that touch 
screens are going to be all the rage towards the end of the year, as well. Laptops will start appearing with touch 
sensitive screens, and you will be able to buy a nice big monitor with a touch interface to plug into you desktop 
system. There will be a new iPad with a much better screen, but little else changing. There will be even more 
Android tablets and still no one will buy them… Apart from the Amazon Kindle Fire, which will be a huge success! 
Also, expect the Amazon Kindle to be even cheaper, dropping to under fifty quid by next Christmas. In fact, 
expect Amazon to expand to become a much bigger player in 2012. 

In the Smartphone arena, the iPhone 5 will arrive mid year and be super slim with a bigger screen. It will also 
support the latest new craze, Near Field Communications (NFC), which nobody will use. Hopefully SIRI will be a 
bit more useful, as well. In fact, a part of me thinks we will see SIRI incorporated into Apple TV so that we can 
talk to it rather than use a fiddly remote. Android phones will still be getting bigger, faster, and still far too 
complicated, but the biggest surprise will be the return of Nokia as a popular brand. By the middle of the year I 
think there will be a couple of top-end phones running Windows Phone 7 from Nokia that all the phone shops will 
be raving about. 

Hopefully 2012 will also be the year that operating systems and Internet service providers eradicate viruses, and 
the latter start providing really fast connections speeds, but I seem to remember asking for that last year…… 

If you have any questions or anything you would like me to cover in this column, email me at look@4-
11consultants.co.uk 

 David runs 4-11 Consultants, a local company specialising in home and small business computer problems and 
can be contacted on 01206736161 


